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Mike's Mystery (The Boxcar Children: Time to Read, Level 2)
The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates 25 years with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering
system! The Ice Age is very cool…for two kids in bathing suits! Jack and Annie nearly freeze when the Magic Tree House
whisks them back to the time of cave people and woolly mammoths. But nothing can stop them from having another wild
adventure—not even a saber-toothed tiger! Did you know that there’s a Magic Tree House book for every kid? Magic Tree
House: Adventures with Jack and Annie, perfect for readers who are just beginning chapter books Merlin Missions: More
challenging adventures for the experienced reader Super Edition: A longer and more dangerous adventure Fact Trackers:
Nonfiction companions to your favorite Magic Tree House adventures Have more fun with Jack and Annie at
MagicTreeHouse.com!

Midnight on the Moon
The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates 25 years with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering
system! Three …two…one…BLAST OFF! The Magic Tree House whisks Jack and Annie off to the moon—and the future. Their
mission? To find the last "M" thing that will free Morgan from the spell. Can they do it before the air in their oxygen tank
runs out? Will the mysterious moon man help them? And why is Peanut the mouse acting so strange? Did you know that
there’s a Magic Tree House book for every kid? Magic Tree House: Adventures with Jack and Annie, perfect for readers who
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are just beginning chapter books Merlin Missions: More challenging adventures for the experienced reader Super Edition: A
longer and more dangerous adventure Fact Trackers: Nonfiction companions to your favorite Magic Tree House adventures
Have more fun with Jack and Annie at MagicTreeHouse.com!

Baby-Led Weaning
The official playscript of the original West End production of Harry Potter and the Cursed Child. It was always difficult being
Harry Potter and it isn't much easier now that he is an overworked employee of the Ministry of Magic, a husband, and father
of three school-age children. While Harry grapples with a past that refuses to stay where it belongs, his youngest son Albus
must struggle with the weight of a family legacy he never wanted. As past and present fuse ominously, both father and son
learn the uncomfortable truth: sometimes, darkness comes from unexpected places. The playscript for Harry Potter and the
Cursed Child was originally released as a 'special rehearsal edition' alongside the opening of Jack Thorne's play in London's
West End in summer 2016. Based on an original story by J.K. Rowling, John Tiffany and Jack Thorne, the play opened to
rapturous reviews from theatregoers and critics alike, while the official playscript became an immediate global bestseller.
This revised paperback edition updates the 'special rehearsal edition' with the conclusive and final dialogue from the play,
which has subtly changed since its rehearsals, as well as a conversation piece between director John Tiffany and writer Jack
Thorne, who share stories and insights about reading playscripts. This edition also includes useful background information
including the Potter family tree and a timeline of events from the wizarding world prior to the beginning of Harry Potter and
the Cursed Child.

The Hogwarts Library Collection
Cultural Politics in Harry Potter: Life, Death and the Politics of Fear is the first book-length analysis of topics, such as death,
fear and biopolitics in J.K. Rowling’s work from controversial and interdisciplinary perspectives. This collection brings
together recent theoretical and applied cultural studies and focuses on three key areas of inquiry: (1) wizarding biopolitics
and intersected discourses; (2) anxiety, death, resilience and trauma; and (3) the politics of fear and postmodern
transformations. As such, this book: provides a comprehensive overview of national and gender discourses, as well as the
transiting bodies in-between, in relation to the Harry Potter books series and related multimedia franchise; situates the
transformative power of death within the fandom, transmedia and film depictions of the Potterverse and critically
deconstructs the processes of subjectivation and legitimation of death and fear; examines the strategies and mechanisms
through which cultural and political processes are managed, as well as reminding us how fiction and reality intersect at
junctions, such as terrorism, homonationalism, materialism, capitalism, posthumanism and technology. Exploring precisely
what is cultural about wizarding politics, and what is political about culture, this book is key reading for students of
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contemporary literature, media and culture, as well as anyone with an interest in the fictional universe and wizarding world
of Harry Potter.

The Book of Harry Potter Trifles, Trivias & Particularities
#1 New York Times bestseller Mike Lupica makes his return to the basketball court! There's a reason teammates call him
"True." Because for basketball phenom Drew Robinson, there is nothing more true than his talent on the court. It's the kind
that comes along once in a generation and is loaded with perks--and with problems. Before long, True buys in to his own
hype, much to the chagrin of his mother, who wants to keep her boy's head grounded--and suddenly trouble has a way of
finding him. That is, until a washed-up former playground legend steps back onto the court and takes True under his wing.
In this age of street agents promising riches to kids barely out of elementary school and college programs being taken
down because of recruiting violations, True Legend is a resonant and inspiring novel in the Lupica tradition. ***"The perfect
trifecta of deep knowledge and portrayal of the history and culture of basketball, keen insight into the obstacle course of
motivations and temptations facing a talented young man, and perfect-pitch sports writing. . . Lupica is the greatest
sportswriter for middle-grade readers, and this book, True Legend, is a reminder of his dominance."*** —VOYA, starred
review “Lupica scores another winner with this cautionary tale. . . . Loaded with action-packed, suspenseful basketball
sequences, crisp dialogue, sharply drawn characters, and keen insight into contemporary basketball culture in America,
Drew’s story illuminates the realities and choices facing gifted young athletes.” —School Library Journal "Written in a fluid
mix of slightly distant exposition and terse dialogue, the tale features plenty of suspenseful, expertly depicted hoops action
along with choices both wrong and, ultimately, right made in the face of glittering temptations." —Booklist From the
Hardcover edition.

Sunset of the Sabertooth
Introducing the newest heroes to children's fiction; the owls of Ga'Hoole. Meet Soren and his friends, the owls charged with
keeping owldom safe. Based on Katherine Lasky's work with owls, this adventures series is bound to be a hit with kids. Join
the heroic owls in the first of a series of mythic adventures.

Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets (Novel Study)
The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates 25 years with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering
system! Where did the tree house come from? Before Jack and Annie can find out, the mysterious tree house whisks them
to the prehistoric past. Now they have to figure out how to get home. Can they do it before dark…or will they become a
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dinosaur’s dinner? Did you know that there’s a Magic Tree House book for every kid? Magic Tree House: Adventures with
Jack and Annie, perfect for readers who are just beginning chapter books Merlin Missions: More challenging adventures for
the experienced reader Super Edition: A longer and more dangerous adventure Fact Trackers: Nonfiction companions to
your favorite Magic Tree House adventures Have more fun with Jack and Annie at MagicTreeHouse.com!

Paper and Fire
Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone
Junie B. thinks first grade is a flop when her kindergarten friend Lucille prefers the company of twins Camille and Chenille
and Junie B. needs glasses.

Vacation Under the Volcano
The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates 25 years with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering
system! Vampire bats and killer ants? That's what Jack and Annie are about to run into when the Magic Tree House whisks
them away to the Amazon River. It's not long before they get hopelessly lost. Will they be able to find their way back to the
tree house? Or are Jack and Annie stuck forever in the rain forest? Did you know that there’s a Magic Tree House book for
every kid? Magic Tree House: Adventures with Jack and Annie, perfect for readers who are just beginning chapter books
Merlin Missions: More challenging adventures for the experienced reader Super Edition: A longer and more dangerous
adventure Fact Trackers: Nonfiction companions to your favorite Magic Tree House adventures Have more fun with Jack and
Annie at MagicTreeHouse.com!

12 Rules for Life
"What does everyone in the modern world need to know? [The author's] answer to this most difficult of questions uniquely
combines the hard-won truths of ancient tradition with the stunning revelations of cutting-edge scientific research. [The
author discusses] discussing discipline, freedom, adventure and responsibility, distilling the world's wisdom into 12 practical
and profound rules for life"--

The Further Adventures of Hank the Cowdog
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The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates 25 years with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering
system! Who would burn books? Jack and Annie find out when the Magic Tree House whisks them back to ancient China.
There, a powerful emperor called the Dragon King has ordered that all books be burned. Will Jack and Annie be able to save
at least one book? Or will they be captured by the emperor's soldiers? Did you know that there’s a Magic Tree House book
for every kid? Magic Tree House: Adventures with Jack and Annie, perfect for readers who are just beginning chapter books
Merlin Missions: More challenging adventures for the experienced reader Super Edition: A longer and more dangerous
adventure Fact Trackers: Nonfiction companions to your favorite Magic Tree House adventures Have more fun with Jack and
Annie at MagicTreeHouse.com!

Final Girls
Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban is about a killer who breaks out of the prison in order to finish what he started
years ago — to kill Harry Potter. Our unit provides teachers with a highly structured format for teaching language arts as
students develop a love for reading longer materials like novels. Various areas such as reading comprehension, vocabulary
development, spelling, grammar, and writing are all entwined in this integrated approach, eliminating the need for teaching
these skills separately. This Novel Study provides a teacher and student section with a variety of activities, chapter
questions and answer key to create a well-rounded lesson plan.

Underground
The magic tree house takes Jack and Annie back in time to feudal Japan where the siblings learn about the ways of the
Ninja.

True Legend
Rescued from the outrageous neglect of his aunt and uncle, a young boy with a great destiny proves his worth while
attending Hogwarts School for Witchcraft and Wizardry.

Earthquake in the Early Morning
Student Workbook for Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone
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A paperback edition of E.B. White's classic novel about one small mouse on a very big adventure! With black and white
illustrations. Stuart Little is no ordinary mouse. Born to a family of humans, he lives in New York City with his parents, his
older brother George, and Snowbell the cat. Though he's shy and thoughtful, he's also a true lover of adventure. Stuart's
greatest adventure comes when his best friend, a beautiful little bird named Margalo, disappears from her nest. Determined
to track her down, Stuart ventures away from home for the very first time in his life. He finds adventure aplenty. But will he
find his friend?

Cultural Politics in Harry Potter
Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone is about a young boy who travels to a school for wizards and learns of a magical world
far away from his mundane life. Our unit provides teachers with a highly structured format for teaching language arts as
students develop a love for reading longer materials like novels. Various areas such as reading comprehension, vocabulary
development, spelling, grammar, and writing are all entwined in this integrated approach, eliminating the need for teaching
these skills separately. This Novel Study provides a teacher and student section with a variety of activities, chapter
questions, word search and answer key to create a well-rounded lesson plan.

Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone : Novel Study
Seven families are helped out by Mrs. Piggle-Wiggle's magic cures when they are faced with thought-you-saiders,
tattletales, bad table manners, interrupters, heedless breakers, never-want-to-go-to-schoolers, and wadde-I-doers.

Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban (Novel Study)
A thoroughly revised and updated edition of Thomas C. Foster's classic guide—a lively and entertaining introduction to
literature and literary basics, including symbols, themes, and contexts—that shows you how to make your everyday reading
experience more rewarding and enjoyable. While many books can be enjoyed for their basic stories, there are often deeper
literary meanings interwoven in these texts. How to Read Literature Like a Professor helps us to discover those hidden
truths by looking at literature with the eyes—and the literary codes—of the ultimate professional reader: the college
professor. What does it mean when a literary hero travels along a dusty road? When he hands a drink to his companion?
When he's drenched in a sudden rain shower? Ranging from major themes to literary models, narrative devices, and form,
Thomas C. Foster provides us with a broad overview of literature—a world where a road leads to a quest, a shared meal
may signify a communion, and rain, whether cleansing or destructive, is never just a shower—and shows us how to make
our reading experience more enriching, satisfying, and fun. This revised edition includes new chapters, a new preface, and
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a new epilogue, and incorporates updated teaching points that Foster has developed over the past decade.

Junie B., First Grader (at Last!)
The Natural, No-Fuss, No-Purée Method for Starting Your Baby on Solid Foods “[Baby-Led Weaning] makes life so much
easier.” —The Times, London Baby-Led Weaning explodes the myth that babies need to be spoon-fed and shows why selffeeding from the start of the weaning process is the healthiest way for your child to develop. With baby-led weaning (BLW,
for short), you can skip purées and make the transition to solid food by following your baby’s cues. At about six months,
most babies are ready to join the family at the kitchen table and discover food for themselves. Baby-Led Weaning is the
definitive guide to this crucial period in your child’s development, and shows you how to help your baby: Participate in
family meals right from the start Experiment with food at his or her own pace Develop new abilities, including hand-eye
coordination and chewing Learn to love a variety of foods and to enjoy mealtimes Baby-led weaning became a parenting
phenomenon in the UK practically overnight, inspiring a fast-growing and now international online community of parents
who practice baby-led weaning—with blogs and pictures to prove it! In Baby-Led Weaning, world-leading BLW authority Gill
Rapley and early BLW practitioner and coauthor Tracey Murkett deliver everything you need to know about raising healthy,
confident eaters.

Dinosaurs Before Dark
Dink and his two friends help Lucky find the culprit who stole Lucky's winning lottery ticket.

Junie B., First Grader
Emerging as the lone survivor of a serial killer's massacre a decade earlier, Quincy Carpenter struggles to ignore traumatic
memories and move on as one of a group of other survivors who look to her for answers when one of them is found dead in
a suspicious suicide.

The BFG (Colour Edition)
Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets is about Harry's second year at Hogwarts, and how he must uncover the truth of
the Chamber of Secrets before the school is forced to close. Our unit provides teachers with a highly structured format for
teaching language arts as students develop a love for reading longer materials like novels. Various areas such as reading
comprehension, vocabulary development, spelling, grammar, and writing are all entwined in this integrated approach,
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eliminating the need for teaching these skills separately. This Novel Study provides a teacher and student section with a
variety of activities, chapter questions, word search, graphic organizer and answer key to create a well-rounded lesson
plan.

Day of the Dragon King
"With an iron fist, the Great Library controls the knowledge of the world, ruthlessly stamping out all rebellion and in the
name of the greater good forbidding the personal ownership of books. Jess Brightwell has survived his introduction to the
sinister, seductive world of the Library, but serving in its army is nothing like what he envisioned. His life and the lives of
those he cares for have been altered forever. His best friend is lost, and Morgan, the girl he loves, is locked away in the Iron
Tower, doomed to a life apart from everything she knows. Embarking on a mission to save one of their own, Jess and his
band of allies make one wrong move and suddenly find themselves hunted by the Library's deadly automata and forced to
flee Alexandria, all the way to London. But Jess's home isn't safe anymore. The Welsh army is coming, London is burning,
and soon Jess must choose between his friends, his family, and the Library, which is willing to sacrifice anything and anyone
in the search for ultimate control"--

The Lucky Lottery
Fifth-grader Peter Hatcher's mother is pregnant, his four-year-old brother, Fudge, is a constant embarrassment to his
family, and his parents want to move to New Jersey for a year, could life get any worse?

Afternoon on the Amazon
The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates 25 years with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering
system! Who wants to vacation next to a volcano? Jack and Annie are about to find out when the Magic Tree House whisks
them back to the days of the Roman Empire. They arrive in Pompeii and soon discover that it is the very day the city will be
destroyed. Now Jack and Annie must race against time to find an ancient library before it is buried in ash! Did you know that
there’s a Magic Tree House book for every kid? Magic Tree House: Adventures with Jack and Annie, perfect for readers who
are just beginning chapter books Merlin Missions: More challenging adventures for the experienced reader Super Edition: A
longer and more dangerous adventure Fact Trackers: Nonfiction companions to your favorite Magic Tree House adventures
Have more fun with Jack and Annie at MagicTreeHouse.com!

The Valley of the Lost
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Tests the knowledge of Harry Potter fans with a series of quests, each divided by three skill levels, using the Harry Potter
series and two books written by J.K. Rowling for charity as guides.

Stuart Little 60th Anniversary Edition
50 years of an iconic classic! This international bestseller and inspiration for a beloved movie is a heroic story of friendship
and belonging. No one ever said life was easy. But Ponyboy is pretty sure that he's got things figured out. He knows that he
can count on his brothers, Darry and Sodapop. And he knows that he can count on his friends—true friends who would do
anything for him, like Johnny and Two-Bit. But not on much else besides trouble with the Socs, a vicious gang of rich kids
whose idea of a good time is beating up on “greasers” like Ponyboy. At least he knows what to expect—until the night
someone takes things too far. The Outsiders is a dramatic and enduring work of fiction that laid the groundwork for the YA
genre. S. E. Hinton's classic story of a boy who finds himself on the outskirts of regular society remains as powerful today as
it was the day it was first published. "The Outsiders transformed young-adult fiction from a genre mostly about prom
queens, football players and high school crushes to one that portrayed a darker, truer world." —The New York Times "Taut
with tension, filled with drama." —The Chicago Tribune "[A] classic coming-of-age book." —Philadelphia Daily News A New
York Herald Tribune Best Teenage Book A Chicago Tribune Book World Spring Book Festival Honor Book An ALA Best Book
for Young Adults Winner of the Massachusetts Children's Book Award

Superfudge
Hank the Cowdog almost loses his job as Head of Ranch Security when he develops a case of Eye-Crosserosis.

The Capture (Guardians of Ga’Hoole, Book 1)
"[A] winningly obsessive history of our relationship with underground places" (The Guardian), from sacred caves and
derelict subway stations to nuclear bunkers and ancient underground cities--an exploration of the history, science,
architecture, and mythology of the worlds beneath our feet NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY NPR When
Will Hunt was sixteen years old, he discovered an abandoned tunnel that ran beneath his house in Providence, Rhode
Island. His first tunnel trips inspired a lifelong fascination with exploring underground worlds, from the derelict subway
stations and sewers of New York City to sacred caves, catacombs, tombs, bunkers, and ancient underground cities in more
than twenty countries around the world. Underground is both a personal exploration of Hunt's obsession and a panoramic
study of how we are all connected to the underground, how caves and other dark hollows have frightened and enchanted
us through the ages. In a narrative spanning continents and epochs, Hunt follows a cast of subterraneaphiles who have
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dedicated themselves to investigating underground worlds. He tracks the origins of life with a team of NASA microbiologists
a mile beneath the Black Hills, camps out for three days with urban explorers in the catacombs and sewers of Paris,
descends with an Aboriginal family into a 35,000-year-old mine in the Australian outback, and glimpses a sacred sculpture
molded by Paleolithic artists in the depths of a cave in the Pyrenees. Each adventure is woven with findings in mythology
and anthropology, natural history and neuroscience, literature and philosophy. In elegant and graceful prose, Hunt cures us
of our "surface chauvinism," opening our eyes to the planet's hidden dimension. He reveals how the subterranean
landscape gave shape to our most basic beliefs and guided how we think about ourselves as humans. At bottom,
Underground is a meditation on the allure of darkness, the power of mystery, and our eternal desire to connect with what
we cannot see. Praise for Underground "A mesmerizingly fascinating tale . . . I could not stop reading this beautifully written
book."--Michael Finkel, author of The Stranger in the Woods "Few books have blown my mind so totally, and so often. In Will
Hunt's nimble hands, excursion becomes inversion, and the darkness turns luminous. There are echoes of Sebald, Calvino,
and Herzog in his elegant and enigmatic voice, but also real warmth and humor. . . . An intrepid--but far from
fearless--journey, both theoretically and terrestrially."--Robert Moor, New York Times bestselling author of On Trails

Night of the Ninjas
Lief, Barda and Jasmine, searching for the seven lost gems of the magic Belt of Deltora, have almost reached their goal. Six
gems now gleam in the Belt, but the last must be found before Deltora can be freed from the tyranny of the evil Shadow
Lord. The companions have faced many terrors with strength and courage. Now they are about to meet dark mysteries that
strength and courage alone cannot defeat. If they fail, their quest will be lost, and they will remain forever trapped in the
swirling mists of the Valley of the Lost.

200 Harry Potter Trivia Questions - the Unofficial Wizard and Witch Training Guide with All the
Facts
When Junie B. cannot play in the school kickball tournament because of a sore toe, she brings her unique talents to the
halftime show.

How to Read Literature Like a Professor Revised
The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates 25 years with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering
system! An adventure that will shake you up! That's what Jack and Annie get when the Magic Tree House whisks them back
to California in 1906. As soon as they arrive, the famous San Francisco earthquake hits the city. Can Jack and Annie save
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the day? Or will San Francisco be destroyed first? Did you know that there’s a Magic Tree House book for every kid? Magic
Tree House: Adventures with Jack and Annie, perfect for readers who are just beginning chapter books Merlin Missions:
More challenging adventures for the experienced reader Super Edition: A longer and more dangerous adventure Fact
Trackers: Nonfiction companions to your favorite Magic Tree House adventures Have more fun with Jack and Annie at
MagicTreeHouse.com!

Angels and Demons
When the Aldens visit Aunt Jane, Benny's friend Mike discovers a new mystery! Adapted from Gertrude Chandler Warner's
story of the same name, this early reader allows children to start reading with a Boxcar Children classic.

Mrs. Piggle-Wiggle's Magic
Consider yourself a true Harry Potter Fan? Think you have what it takes to answer these 200 questions? Come inside and
see if you'll pass with Outstanding grades to move onto N.E.W.T level studies or get a Troll mark and fail like Goyle. Take
the quiz with friends or by yourself, there's 10 levels with 20 questions each that get progressively harder as you go on.
There's even a wizarding marking guide inside so you can see which grade you get and if you pass or fail! ★★There'll be
questions such as:★★- How is a Patronus summoned?- When does astronomy class meet in the first book?- How many fouls
are there in Quidditch?- Who is the ghost of slytherin?- Dumbledore has a scar above his left knee that is a perfect map of
what? - How many Sickles in a Galleon? You have four multiple choice questions to choose from with some yes or no and
some true or false. As a BONUS we've even added an extra chapter of our other book '256 Harry Potter Spells' so you can
master the charms and become a powerful witch or wizard!What're you waiting for, come inside and relive a bit of nostalgia
of the boy who lived. Scroll up and click the 'Add to cart' button Now!

The Outsiders
The quick student workbooks are designed to get students thinking critically about the text they read and providing a
guided study format to facilitate in improved learning and retention. Teachers and Homeschool Instructors may use them to
improve student learning and organization. This series is not meant to replace a teacher but as support for teaching. What
students will construct and identify the following areas of knowledge. Character Identification Events Location Vocabulary
Main Idea Conflict And more as appropriate to the text. Based on the novel by J. K. Rowling

Harry Potter and the Cursed Child
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A collection of three books treasured by users of the great library at Hogwarts School for Witchcraft and Wizardry: Fantastic
Beasts and Where to Find Them, Newt Scamander's masterful work on magical creatures; Quidditch Through the Ages, a
comprehensive history of the game and its rules; and The Tales of Beedle the Bard, with an introduction and illustrations by
J.K. Rowling and extensive commentary by Albus Dumbledore. A treasure trove of magical facts and fairy tales, the
Hogwarts Library Collection is an essential companion to the Harry Potter series. This collection includes the updated
edition of Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them, with a new foreword from J.K. Rowling (writing as Newt Scamander)
and six new beasts! At least 15% of the net retail price* of this eBook bundle will be available to Comic Relief and Lumos
Foundation for their work with children and young people to help them have a better life. 13% of these monies will be used
by Comic Relief and 87% will be used by Lumos Foundation. Comic Relief is a registered charity in the UK with charity nos.
326568 (England/Wales) and SC039730 (Scotland). Lumos Foundation is a registered charity in the UK with no. 1112575. *
The net retail price means the price paid by the consumer less applicable sales taxes

Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets
'There is a plot, Harry Potter. A plot to make most terrible things happen at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry this
year.' Harry Potter's summer has included the worst birthday ever, doomy warnings from a house-elf called Dobby, and
rescue from the Dursleys by his friend Ron Weasley in a magical flying car! Back at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and
Wizardry for his second year, Harry hears strange whispers echo through empty corridors - and then the attacks start.
Students are found as though turned to stone Dobby's sinister predictions seem to be coming true.

Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone (Novel Study) Gr. 4-8
'Human beans is not really believing in giants, is they? Human beans is not thinking we exist.' On a dark, silvery moonlit
night, Sophie is snatched from her bed by a giant. Luckily it is the Big Friendly Giant, the BFG, who only eats snozzcumbers
and glugs frobscottle. But there are other giants in Giant Country. Fifty foot brutes who gallop far and wide every night to
find human beans to eat. Can Sophie and her friend the BFG stop them?
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